
   June 2018 Pet Industry Update 

The global pet industry continues to grow.  According to the latest Euromonitor data the global 
pet food and accessories market is now $110 billion dollars.  The US is the largest market at  
$46B and has the highest spend per household at $365 per year.  The forecast moving forward 
for the next 5 years is to average a 2.1% increase per year.  The growth in the pet care market 
outpaces other popular categories including beauty, soft drinks, packaged food, and consumer 
electronics. 

The 2017-2018 APPA National Pet Owners Survey estimates the US pet market total (food, 
accessories, veterinary, other services, and live) is at $72.1B, a 3.7% increase over 2017.  
Veterinary and other services are the fastest growth segments at 6.9% and 5.0% respectively.   

Underneath the strong top line numbers, the pet category is going through significant change 
driven by shifting consumer preferences.  Millennials taking charge coupled with a preference 
for convenience are driving disruptive change at an ever increasing rate.  The shift to the on-
line channel and the change in distribution policies giving the mass market access to premium 
pet food brands are still gaining momentum but the decisions to serve pet parents in a more 
convenient fashion have been made.  The push to private label by retailers is a natural reaction 
as they seek to better control their customers. 

The real focus now should be on what’s next.  Instead of playing defense against the market 
forces that are already moving, I suggest that we focus on emerging trends that can grow all 
channels in the industry.  If you look around there are a number of interesting developments 
that we can learn from. 

- Petco and Just Food for Dogs have reached an agreement to begin selling their ultra 
premium product in select Petco locations.  Just Food for Dogs is already being sold 
in their own locations, on-line, and in Pet Food Express locations.  PetSmart is 
competing a food reset in all stores and adding 2 additional frozen food units to each 
store. 

- The Private Equity world is focusing on the upside in consolidating and growing 
services.  In the past year Rover.com secured an additional $155M in capital and 
Wag.com $300M.  

- Mars has been diversifying.  Not only do they own a broad spectrum of Pet Food 
Brands, they are now the largest veterinary chain operator in the world.  They own 
Banfield, VCA and Blue Pearl in the US and have recently purchased several chains in 
Europe.  In addition they own Whistle and a DNA testing service called Wisdom 
Panel. 
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- Even though growth is slowing a bit in North America, pet Humanization and the 
resulting growth curve are accelerating in Mexico, South America and Asia.  

Our advice is to learn from these emerging trends in the industry, be on the lookout for new 
trends across retail and focus on the investments and growth strategies that will ensure your 
company is well prepared for a future that will only change faster than what we have seen in 
the past couple of years. 

 

 

 

Written by Dave Bolen, CEO of The Bolen Group and APPA Program Consultant 

 

About Dave Bolen: 

Dave Bolen serves globally as a retail advisor in the pet specialty business to sharpen focus on strategic 
growth opportunities, organization and execution.  Dave also serves on boards and with private equity 
groups to direct strategic thinking to enhance business opportunities.  His very successful past positions 
as President & CEO of Pet Supplies Plus and EVP and Chief Merchandising Officer at PETCO make him a 
valuable and insightful consultant to APPA’s Market Access and Business Edge programs.  
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